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The Art of Project ManagementO'Reilly, 2005
"'The Art of Project Management' covers it all--from practical  methods for making sure work gets done right and on time, to the mindset that  can make you a great leader motivating your team to do their best. Reading this  was like reading the blueprint for how the best projects are managed at  Microsoft... I wish we always...
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Hackers: Heroes of the Computer RevolutionDelta, 1985
Steven Levy's classic book explains why the misuse of the word  "hackers" to describe computer criminals does a terrible  disservice to many important shapers of the digital revolution. Levy  follows members of an MIT model railroad club--a group of brilliant  budding electrical engineers and computer innovators--from the late  1950s to...
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haXe 2 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Remember the olden days?


	I vaguely remember this odd box called a computer gradually conquering corners of my living room and bedroom. Can you recall those times? We would "use a computer" for some specific tasks, such as writing a letter.


	The term computer was quite popular back then. Now, the word is no...
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The Worst-Case Scenario Survival HandbookChronicle Books, 1999

	Danger! It lurks at every corner. Volcanoes. Sharks. Quicksand. Terrorists. The pilot of the plane blacks out and it's up to you to land the jet. What do you do? The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook is here to help: jam-packed with how-to, hands-on, step-by-step, illustrated instructions on everything you need to know...
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Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances : How to Fix the Most Annoying Things About Your Favorite Presentation ProgramO'Reilly, 2006
If you're vexed and perplexed by PowerPoint, pick up a copy of Fixing PowerPoint Annoyances. This funny, and often opinionated, guide is chock full of tools and techniques for eliminating all the problems that drive audiences and presenters crazy.
 		

There's nothing...
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Ferrets For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007


	When I graduated from veterinary school and started my career in 1976

	I didn’t know anyone who kept a ferret for a pet much less had I ever

	seen one other than in pictures. My only experience with them was in an

	undergraduate ethology class where I watched a 30-minute video of the

	behavior of the European polecat, and I...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Advanced Editing Techniques in Final Cut Pro 5Peachpit Press, 2005
In the only Apple-certified guide to advanced video editing techniques, award-winning filmmaker Michael Wohl delivers comprehensive training in the real-world skills that professionals use every day. Working through six hours of superb raw footage on two DVD-9 discs, you'll learn to cut dialogue, action, comedy, chases, fights, interviews,...
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The 7 Irrefutable Rules of Small Business GrowthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
MASTER THE SECRETS OF SUSTAINED GROWTH
    "Steve is a true storyteller, and it's his real-world stories that bring these rules to life. This book is both a great read and a practical guide to reaching the next level. Here's something else that is irrefutable...Steven Little is the business growth expert!"
    —Lee Jones...
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Acid Dreams: The Complete Social History of LSD: The CIA, the Sixties, and BeyondGrove Press, 1994

	Few events have had a more profound impact on the social and cultural upheavals of the Sixties than the psychedelic revolution spawned by the spread of LSD. This book for the first time tells the full and astounding storyÂ—part of it hidden till now in secret Government filesÂ—of the role the mind-altering drug played in our recent...
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Android Tablets For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Get the most out of your Android tablet with this full-color reference


	Whether you are one of the millions who already have an Android tablet, or you are interested in joining the masses with a first-time purchase, this friendly guide is perfect for you! Written by the ultimate For Dummies author Dan Gookin, this...
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The Encyclopedia of Animated CartoonsCheckmark Books, 2008
In the beginning (this was the 1960s for me), Saturday mornings existed for the sole purpose of watching cartoons. Before my brother and I were allowed to turn on the TV the only rule was that our beds had to be made, our breakfast eaten (Quisp! cereal) and our teeth brushed. Of course, we were up at the crack of dawn so as to not miss a thing....
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Switching to a Mac Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The stats tell us that people are switching from Windows to the Mac in record numbers,
	but those stats don’t tell us why. Perhaps it’s because Windows users
	would like to actually enjoy using a computer for a change. Perhaps it’s because Macs just work:
	you take them out of the box, plug them in, and within minutes...
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